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 VisionPro 7.0 is a cost effective, flexible, high quality solution for integrated defect inspection for production, repair, quality
assurance and inspection. VisionPro 7 includes the comprehensive defect inspection, defect characterization, interactive vision

inspection simulation software. VisionPro 7: new concept for Inspection Solution Inspection designer is a new concept for
defect inspection solutions. VisionPro 7.0 uses a rule-based programming concept for implementing inspection design rules for
all inspection tasks and defect characteristics. VisionPro 7.0 supports the inspection of all steps in the production process, from

materials to assembled products. The product inspection design is based on the knowledge of how a defect can occur in the
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product, the location of the defect, the expected result of the defect, how the defect might be measured or measured. VisionPro
is a complete defect inspection software solution for integrated defect inspection for production, repair, quality assurance and
inspection. VisionPro 7.0 includes the comprehensive defect inspection, defect characterization, interactive vision inspection

simulation software. VisionPro 7.0 also includes a tool for the easy inspection design and simulation of quality inspections. The
interactive inspection simulation application for VisionPro 7.0 uses the rule-based concept for automating the inspection design.

The Inspection Simulation tool provides a common workspace for planning the inspection design and simulation. Inspection
designers use the Inspection Simulation tool to build and evaluate design alternatives in their inspection design process.

Inspection designers can also make the inspection simulation for their inspection design. Inspection Simulation for VisionPro
7.0 supports all the popular industry standards and inspection software, including, Verification & Validation, Yoda, Semtech,

Universal, Honeywell, Avasaray, DIV, DNP, ISP, EuroVision and many more. VisionPro 7.0 and VisionPro AS: Different
solutions for different customers VisionPro 7.0 has been developed for all inspection types, including: VisionPro 7.0 is a cost

effective, flexible, high quality solution for integrated defect inspection for production, repair, quality assurance and inspection.
VisionPro 7.0 includes the comprehensive defect inspection, defect characterization, interactive vision inspection simulation
software. VisionPro AS is a cost effective, flexible, high quality solution for advanced inspection and defect characterization.

VisionPro AS includes the comprehensive defect inspection, defect characterization, high resolution imaging system simulation
and defect feature extraction. VisionPro AS will provide you with the tools needed to perform defect characterization and

defect feature extraction. VisionPro AS will also enable you to detect defect features in 82157476af
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